
  

VFR EVO FIRE PROTECTION HELMET
https://www.securhit.com/en/protection-tete/454-377-casque-de-protection-incendie-vfr-
evo.html#/365-couleurs-bleu Firefighter helmet

    

Description
The VFR EVO firefighter helmet is equipped with a transparent bezel and a reflective gold facial visor
certified to European standards EN 166: 2004 and EN 14458: 2004, and is broken down as follows:

- Outer shell
- Adjustable chinstrap
- Adjustable chin strap
- Adjustable mesh chin cup
- Size adjustment wheel
- Internal shock absorber
- External headpiece levers
- SCBA mask attachment kit

All components are detachable and replaceable.

EN 443:2008 (Fire protection helmets for buildings and other structures)
EN 16471:2014 (Helmets for fighting forest fires)
EN 16473:2014 (Helmets for technical rescue)
MED

Shell
Made of fiberglass-reinforced thermoplastic material, resistant to high temperatures and mechanical
stress. It provides high multidirectional protection for the wearer's head, including the skull, nape of the
neck, frontal region and temporal and auricular surfaces. The shape of the skullcap is enveloping, with a
longitudinal rib with rounded edges (crest), which is thinner at the back and ends by flaring out at the
front. Transversely to the horizontal axis, another rib converges with the crest in the helmet's median
zone.
At the rear, the rounded edge facilitates water drainage. On the sides, a universal connection system
enables the attachment of lighting devices and breathing masks.

Colors: red, yellow, white, blue, black, orange.
Options: fluorescent yellow, fluorescent orange, photoluminescent and chrome-metal gray.
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Chinstrap
4-point adjustable chinstrap with quick-release buckle.
Adjustable leather chinstrap.

Adjustable mesh chinstrap
4-point adjustable mesh suspension straps with leather edges.

Size adjustment system
Multi-size headband adjustment knob (52 - 64).

Comfort elements
Fireproof, made of leather.

Weight
Helmet alone: 1,220 gr +/- 10 gr
Helmet with visor and face protection: 1,540 gr +/- 10 gr

Accessories
The helmet is pre-equipped and certified for use with the following accessories:
- Aluminized neck flap
- Aramid neck flap
- Flashlight
- Reflective strips
- Communication system
- Full-face respirator

Caractéristiques
- Weight : 1 220 g
- Tailles : Molette de serrage du tour de tête (52-64)
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